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Letter from the President

With only a decade left to achieve the 17 Global Goals
of the United Nations 2030 Agenda, it is time to take
more definitive action towards imbedding these
common objectives more thoroughly amongst our
society.
In Lebanon, and with the help of GCNL, a momentum amongst the private sector has
been achieved. Unfortunately, this is not enough, and there should be a more noticeable
change.
Fortunately, the resolution needed lies within the private sector itself. The youth that
make up their teams and staff hold the key to provide an innovative and sustainable
future for both the companies and the communities they are part of. The future
generation holds the key of change, and it should be the one to pave the way for what
should be done and how it should be implemented.
The generation of tomorrow will contribute towards the most favorable transition and
implementation of sustainable solutions that are needed to guarantee a better
and durable world in the future.
This in turn highlights the importance of the Young SDG Innovators Program (YSIP). Set to
create sustainable solutions, it does so by employing the youth of an organization to
develop and master such solutions. There is an importance in creating these resolutions
by the individuals who will implement and use them. It leads to a deeper and more
meaningful appreciation and understanding of what the community needs, in order to
lead to a path of sustainability and continuity.
As President of Global Compact Network Lebanon, I support pioneers of all kinds to
help achieve the global goals by 2030. At GCNL, we hope to always attract capable and
innovative minds, and with this program we are spreading our outreach even further.
In the hands of the next generation, Lebanon holds the will power to create a better
future. Hence, it is up to us to provide them with the required and helpful platforms
they need in order to do so.

Dima Jamali
President
UN Global Compact Network Lebanon

What is the Young SDG Innovators Program?
About YSIP
The Young SDG Innovators Programme (YSIP) is an accelerator program established for young
professionals that are working in participant companies of the United Nations Global
Compact.
This program aims to provide them with the unique skills to drive sustainability efforts and
innovation and deliver tangible sustainability solutions to their significant companies by using
the 17 SDGs as a catalyst.
Hence, the goal of the program is to encourage SDG innovation by using bottom up
approaches in order to develop breakthrough solutions with specific market values.
The program targets employees, aged 35 and under, who have a passion to transform their
companies into more sustainable entities of society. These representatives must show drive
and passion for sustainability, creativity and teamwork skills.

The program:
Over the course of 10 months, the young professionals, Innovators, work in teams in order
to develop solutions that are relevant to their companies and at the same time address
innovation and the SDGs. The program takes place on a local and global level. Innovators
from around the world will have the opportunity to engage with each other and exchange
experiences at the end of the program.
The activities focus on “learning by doing”, highlighting the importance of putting words
into practice. This allows the participants to apply their SDG solutions to make their
business more sustainable, solve challenges faced in the company, and at the same time
keep the same end products and services. For the purpose of achieving the full capacity of
the Innovators, they are matched with Mentors and Experts to guide them in the design,
development and testing of solutions.

The program includes many blended opportunities that will reveal the Innovators’ full capacity:

In-person and virtual learning sessions: Access to innovation and sustainability
thought-leaders to understand breakthrough technologies, industry disruption
and business models through a series of learning workshops.
Team Challenges: Hands on collaborative learning experiences allowing
participants to apply tools and skills to real business problems and scenarios.
Mentoring and Coaching: Guidance from ideation and design to development and
supporting participants to take their ideas forward within their companies.
Live Case Studies: Insight from real life examples and field visits to serve as
inspiration and models in various contexts.
Feedback/Sparring Sessions: Taking advantage of the collective knowledge and
expertise of global participants to challenge ideas, inspire new thinking and test
and refine project solutionsheading.

Benefits:
The program holds many advantages that benefits both the company and the participants
involved. Companies in the program have the opportunity to create an innovative culture,
attract and produce top talent, futureproof the business, and seize SDG opportunities. This in
turn:
Increases the knowledge and capacity of future business leaders and develops the
knowledge of employees within the companies on sustainable business strategies,
drivers and tools.
Encourages cross-functional collaboration, and increases the capacity employees to
think in modern and innovative ways by embracing breakthrough mindsets that will
support the development of new ideas, solutions and models.
Sets your company and employees to be fit to operate in an ever-changing business
environment by producing projects and solutions that respond to current and
future challenges and opportunities.
Have aqccess to a global Network of young Innovators, Experts, and Mentors and
take advantage of the market opportunities they present.

Timeline

Kickoff Event
On October 8, Global Compact Network Lebanon (GCNL) hosted the first YSIP Kick-off Workshop
where different teams met to discuss and align their expectations of the program. The workshop
was inaugurated by inspirational messages from GCNL President Mrs. Dima Jamali and CEO and
Executive Director of the UN Global Compact Ms. Lise Kingo through a video-call.
This kick-offsession enabled the participating teams to capitalize on an introductory and
clarification session that paves the way towards optimal results at the conclusion of the YSIP
Program. The introductory session emphasized the different characters and roles of each of the
following: Innovators, Champions,and Mentors. The course of the entire program was explained
including a briefing on the different camps that will be held in addition to both the topics and
skills that will be addressed.
In general, the floor was available for the YSIP Innovators, Champions, and Mentors to introduce
themselves and their field of expertise.
The workshop introduced a constructive panel where the YSIP mentors explained how they can
contribute to the enhancement of the program and the participants’ learning process, based on
their entrepreneurial spirit and their professional experience.

Camp 1: Onboarding
On November 21, YSIP innovators met at the first Innovation Camp to brainstorm, analyze and
create solutions for their companies based on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The camp was held at the College Hall of the American University of Beirut where our YSIP
Innovators sat in different groups to share knowledge about sustainable strategies, corporate
social responsibility, and business challenges through innovation. The first segment of the day
revolved around prioritizing several SDGs to tackle a fictional company ZINC INC.
The goal of this exercise was to help participants better understand how a company can push its
sustainability ambitions to exponential levels to achieve the SDGs. The exercise also aimed at
giving participants an initial opportunity to work using the breakthrough pitch format to develop
for a fictional company.
The second half of the day concentrated on applying the same critical analysis, and strategic
solving skills on challenges faced by the actual companies of the participants.
All teams were given sufficient time to pitch in their ideas and share their outcomes and the
ideation processes they used to reach their SDG business challenges.
This educational exchange of ideas among the participants and the mentors helped in assessing
the propositions, building on the gaps, and expanding the thinking horizons of
the innovators beyond the given.

Camp 2: Challenge Definition
On December 16 and 17, the
second Young SDG Innovators
Program (YSIP) Camp emphasized
the process of defining and
refining challenges of the private
sector, building on the previous
Challenge Identification camp.
This Challenge Definition Camp
took place at the Beirut Digital
District (BDD), with key facilitators
Mr. Wissam, Global Director SAP
Next-Gen and Ms. Mona Itani,
Founder of Riyada for Social
Innovation (GCNL Ambassador).
On the first day, the YSIP innovators were exposed to different design thinking ideation tools and
were offered a “toolbox” that assists in developing solution concepts, beneficial to the process of
defining challenges. Additionally, the first day of this camp illustrated the most common
Breakthrough Business Models, as a build-up on the first camp that focused on Breakthrough
Mindset.
The facilitator introduced six business model attributes that are most prevalent among
sustainable and breakthrough companies to empower the process of defining company
challenges within this framework.
The teams worked around the logic of “challenges that are well-defined are those that are
followed by a facilitated concept generation process”. They also focused on solving the challenge
instead of the solution because the importance lies in defining the challenge properly at first in
order to generate apt solutions in
consequent stages.

On day 2, the main emphasis was on the challenge lab where innovators were given the opportunity to
test out the concept ideation methods, breakthrough business models, and also dig deeper into
concept selection and validation by pretotyping it. Through pretotyping, a prior stage to prototyping
since it is all about clarifying the general concept of the idea, the innovators established how to
construct a rapid prototype in order to test their SDG Challenges.
The facilitator introduced several pretotyping methods that drive innovation, which the
participants were willing to use in testing out new concepts and business models, without
wasting too much time and many resources.
The Challenge Lab of this camp was a continuation of the former one with an objective to
design SDG Concepts for the virtual company Zink, Inc. The teams successfully embodied
their fictional roles as members of the design team for Zink. They experimented with
pretotyping and generated, modified and validated new concepts pertaining to the challenges
they have already identified in Camp 1.
At the end of the challenge lab, the teams updated their Breakthrough Pitch for Zink by
including in their presentations a new component that wasn’t available in the previous camp, a
defined challenge with the strongest pretotype.
On an individual level, the participants had the chance to pitch in their ideas in front of the YSIP
Mentors Mr. Imad Abou Khalil, Ms. Krystel Khalil, Ms. Aseel Honein, Mr. Gilbert Tegho, and Ms.
Sarah Abdallah, all of whom were very eager to guide and clarify the strengths/weaknesses in
ideas suggested by the innovators.
Besides the intense material, many activities took place to ignite creativity among the
innovators, and many moments were devoted to celebrating the Christmas theme and sharing
both kind wishes and optimistic promises for an improved Lebanon in 2020.

Camp 3: Solutions Development
On January 29 and 30, the third Young SDG Innovators Program (YSIP) camp took place under
the name of “Solutions Development”. It followed the two previously-held camps that entirely
focused on identifying, defining and refining challenges of the private sector from a sustainable
outlook. It allowed the innovators to start transforming the identified challenges in their
companies to sustainably-constructed solutions.
Held at the Beirut Digital District, the workshop facilitators were Dr. Bijan Azad, Associate
Professor at the American University of Beirut and Director of Samih Darwazah Center for
Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship, and Dr. Fouad Zablith, Assistant Professor of
Business Information and Decision Systems at the American University of Beirut.
Following the informative lecture, the innovators indulged in a Challenge Lab, where they met
with their mentors to develop their ideas by applying the different disruptive technologies and
sustainable business models to their challenges.
On day 1, Dr. Bijan Azad elaborated on how disruptive technologies can impact the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and can help the innovators push their potential solutions to new
levels of innovation. Accordingly, Dr. Azad portrayed real-life examples of companies that
capitalize on disruptive technologies, ranging from robotics to blockchain, specifically for SDG
innovation.

Camp 3: Solutions Development
On day 2, Dr. Fouad Zablith emphasized the different steps of persona-based prototyping that
can be achieved through the design thinking methodology. The innovators learned how to define
a persona’s point of view, explore different alternatives through the process of ideation, and
successfully prototype a solution. Additionally, most of the day was allocated to effectively
testing and experimenting with the teams’ proposed solutions, empowering the participants to
improve their ideas.
The remainder of the day introduced the SDG Solutions Challenge Lab where the innovator
teams built on their previous challenge and selected their strongest solutions to present in front
of Dr. Zablith, the YSIP Mentors, Executive Director of Global Compact Network Lebanon (GCNL)
Mrs. Harake, and GCNL Programs Manager Ms. Elias. The different teams creatively used roleplaying techniques to share their potential solutions for the designated challenges that they
have successfully refined in the previous camps. Consequently, the innovators were advised on
the subsequent steps they need to leverage in order to finalize their solutions.

Camp 4:
Solutions Testing & Validation
On March 26 and 27, the fourth Young SDG
Innovators Program (YSIP) camp took place
under the name of “Solutions Testing and
Validation”. Following the three previouslyheld camps, this camp focused on refining
and validating problem solutions related to
their specific companies. It helped innovators
measure and communicate the SDG impact
of their proposed solutions and be inspired
on how to further build innovation into their
development work.
Labeled as a remote workshop, the fourth camp was moderated with the use of Zoom and Slack
as primary online resources. Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, the fourth camp had to be converted
from physical to virtual, to ensure the safety and health of all participants. The workshop
facilitators were Mr. Nadim Choucair, Canadian Ecosystem Builder and Founder of 2030 Cabinet,
and Mr. Hany Rizk, an Experienced strategist and Founder of No BS – Innovation Studio.
On day 1, Mr. Rizk used the sailboat
technique to lead the teams in
identifying the opportunities and
problems they faced in the different
stages of their YSIP journey so far.
The positives were meant to help sail
the boat, while the negatives were
meant to sink it. First off, innovators
focused on the advantages and
disadvantages of the process of work.
Then they focused on the ones
relating to their SDG solutions. This in
turn, helped innovators prioritize their
problems, and then reframe them to
become challenges that can be
tackled.
Consequently, Mr. Choucair followed by
teaching the innovators how to assess
the SDG impact of their solutions.
Accordingly, each team was given a
specific template to use as an outline, in
order to present the details on their SDG
solutions and which SDGs they focused
on. They presented to Mr. Choucair, who
then provided them with the necessary
feedback.

On day 2, Mr. Choucair led a discussion with innovator teams on each of their solutions. They
explored the choices of innovative solutions and the details that centered around them. With
that, Mr. Choucair introduced the concept of theory of change. The theory of change is a
methodology used by companies that helps plan, participate and evaluate decisions, which lead
to social change. Based on that template, innovators assessed and pitched their solutions to
each other and the facilitators, and were then met with some feedback and advice.
At the end of day two and camp 4, Mr. Rizk wrapped up by going back to the sailboat technique,
used on day one, to redo the same tasks. End results on the sailboat were different, affected
positively by the activities and teachings of camp 4. This camp prepared the innovators for their
final camp, Off-boarding, which will focus on guiding innovators on how to embed the learnings
and skills from the programme into their companies.

Camp 5: Offboarding
The last camp took place on May 28th and 29th, concluding the months of work done with our
Innovators.
During this phase, our innovators prepared to take the learnings, skills, and projects developed
in the program into the reality of their organizations. A key outcome of this camp was the
solutions showcasing, as the innovators will now be able to pitch their solutions to the senior
management of their companies. The two-day online workshop focused on how to apply
breakthrough thinking within organizations and what the participants can do as intrapreneurs to
foster a culture of innovation in their companies.The last camp took place on May 28th and 29th,
concluding the months of work done with our Innovators.
During this phase, our innovators prepared to take the learnings, skills, and projects developed
in the program into the reality of their organizations. A key outcome of this camp was the
solutions showcasing, as the innovators will now be able to pitch their solutions to the senior
management of their companies.
The two-day online workshop focused on how to apply breakthrough thinking within
organizations and what the participants can do as intrapreneurs to foster a culture of innovation
in their companies.

The main themes for the Offboarding camp revolved around:
Negotiating a Space for Innovation: Ms. Christine Francis discussed how Innovators
can build connections with key stakeholders and how to navigate their corporate
environment to be an agent of change even within the most rigid structures.
Making the Case – Storytelling: Dr. Linda Adra Yamak explained that the key to a
successful pitch is being able to tell a good story. This interactive session offered
guidance for Innovators on how to develop skills and strategies to frame and
communicate their ideas in compelling and authentic ways.
Managing Resilience: With the moderation of Mrs. Dina Harake, guest speakers Dr.
Fouad Zmokhol, Ms. Hasmig Khoury, Ms. May Rihan, Ms. Maissa Abou Adal, and Dr.
Hasan Younes shared insights into innovation best practices and common traits from
successful innovative organizations.

Programme Participants

Companies:

Meet the Innovators
Innovators are junior managers with an entrepreneurial mindset and who are passionate about

corporate sustainability.

Meet the champions
Champions are senior management representatives from the same company as the Innovators
that support them and act as the link to company management to embed and champion
outcomes.

Meet the Mentors
Mentors are advisors with a background in innovation, sustainability, organizational
design thinking, etc. who guide Innovators throughout the programme.

Meet the facilitators
Facilitators are global and local activity leaders or programme partners who support the full
participation, understanding and engagement of the Innovators throughout project camps.
Mr. Wissam Kadi: Global Director SAP Next-Gen
Ms. Nkiruka Chiemelu: Senior Manager at Un Global Compact
Ms. Christine Francis: Leadership & Culture Transformation Coach
Dr. Linda Adra Yamak: Co-founder and personal-narrative consultant at TEAL Narrative Solutions
Dr. Ziad Nehme: Strategic Management Consultant and Director of Strategic Planning
Ms. Ursula El-Hage: Quality expert at Université Saint-Joseph and an expert and lecturer on
Innovation and Quality Management
Dr. Omaya Kuran: Lecturer of quantitative courses, Business Ethics and Organizational
Development, and
Change at the University of Balamand
Mr. Nadim Choucair: Canadian Ecosystem, Builder and Founder of 2030 Cabinet
Mr. Hany Rizk: Experience Strategist and Founder of No BS – Innovation Studio
Dr. Bijan Azad: Associate Professor at the American University of Beirut and Director of Samih
Darwazah Center for Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship
Dr. Fouad Zablith: Assistant Professor of Business Information and Decision Systems at the
American University of Beirut
Ms. Mona Itani: Founder of Riyada for Social Innovation and GCNL Ambassador

Global Meetup
With the YSIP programme comes global opportunities that our innovators had a chance to participate
in. Following the local events that end with Camp 5, United Nations Global Compact had an Innovators
Summit prepared in New York in June 2020.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the it's unfortunate circumstances, the event was changed into a
virtual summit, and a global meetup was added in order to benefit from this once in a lifetime
opportunity.

On Monday June 8, United Nations Global Compact hosted a YSIP Global Celebration event on
Zoom.
It was done in honor and celebration of the end of the YSIP program, and featured our own
Innovators as speakers during several panels.
Taking place during the Global Intrapreneurs’ Week, this event acted as a great opportunity for
innovators from around the world to share and discuss their unique experience during the first
ever YSIP program.
Over the course of 2 hours, the event featured Innovators speaking on their experiences, in
addition to several distinctive speakers such as Lise Kingo, Executive Director of UNGC, AnneMarie Skov, Chairwoman of Tuborg Foundation, and John Elkington, Founder of Volans.
In the first hour of the event, Joseph Matta from team HOLDAL was featured in the session
Reflections on Leadership and Innovation, where selected innovators had the chance to share
their experiences with other fellow YSIP participants, and pose a question to one of the
keynotes.
This was followed by 3 breakout sessions, which presented opportunities for YSIP Innovators to
share their experiences for future interested participants. Under the title of "Breakthrough
Breakout Sessions”, which focused on YSIP Solutions, breakout sessions fell under the categories
of Breakthrough Mindsets, Breakthrough Business Models, and Breakthrough Technology.

Breakthrough Technology
The session focused on disruptive technologies and their ability to help
achieve the SDGs within the decade. This session also featured Abdul
Hamid Meri from team Arabia GIS.

Breakthrough Mindsets
The session focused on how to change the way one thinks in order to
bridge the gap between existing ways of managing business and achieving
the impossible. This session featured Hassan Abou Okdeh from team
Fransabank as a rapporteur, and Sary Khachouf from Team BLC.

Breakthrough Business Models
The session focused on the importance of sustainable business to capture
social values and meet on the world’s needs in time.

Virtual Leaders’ Summit:
The virtual summit took place on the 15th and 16th of June, and it
marked 20 years of uniting business to form a better world. This summit
promised to "Recover Better, Recover Stronger, Recover Together”.
Innovators and champions from different teams and mentors that
participated in the program had a chance to participate in the global
summit. They took the virtual stage and shared their projects and
experiences with fellow YSIP participants from all over the world.

YSIP Lounge
The YSIP lounge was
a dynamic virtual stage
that showcased the
latest thinking around
youth and innovation
for the SDGs.
Attendees had the
chance to hear from
leading innovators,
intrapreneurs, and
entrepreneurs on how
to build sustainable
business models and
technologies focused
on SDG innovation.
Some of our YSIP mentors – Ms. Mona Itani, Ms. Aseel Honein, and Mr. Imad Abou Khalil – had
the chance to be part of the opening session of the YSIP lounge through a panel discussion
moderated by our programs manager Ms. Bruna Elias. Our YSIP Teams – Alfa, IDS,
Fransabank, Holdal and Touch – had the chance to take part in the closing session of the YSIP
lounge and pitch their final solutions to the entire audience.

SDG Futures Lounge
The SDG Futures Lab was an opportunity for YSIP Innovators to showcase breakthrough
innovations developed during the YSIP program. The projects presented were set to deliver
business models that acted as a tipping point for the world we want.
YSIP Team Nokia took part in an SDG Futures session to share the project they developed
during YSIP and talk about their experience during the program.

Some Projects
Alfa
Application uniting banks under one platform.
Alfa team worked on a product to showcase how the telecom industry can benefit and transition
seamlessly to a digital future. Global industries need to adapt to a rapidly changing world full of
innovation and disruptive technology where they need to keep up, advance, or be left behind.
Telecom industries may become the private banks of the future as we move to cashless societies where
e-banking plays a major role. Businesses, companies, and whole industries will experience a tectonic
shift in the way they do things so this project will provide an overview of how the telecom industry can
disrupt the disruptions and come up stronger than before.

Arabia GIS
M&E strategy that ties in the SDG goals within every organization
Our project started with the ambitious aim of developing an entire platform for monitoring
and evaluation, with the aim of helping NGOs monitor their goals towards their programs
and how those goals aligned with SDGs. During our development we faced many challenges
some of which were the Lebanese revolution, the financial crisis and of course
the Corona Virus. Rather than, giving up on our project, we decided to slow down our
development and tackle the problem from a different angle.
By slowing down we were able to shift the focus away from the product and towards our
customers, and that’s when everything became clearer. We were able to integrate many of
the design thinking and ideation strategies that we learned throughout the program, in our
day to day activities.
We realized that our solution needs to educate the NGOs on the why first and then on the
how. The why being: why they are collecting their data, and the how being: how they can
effectively do so using the logical framework module (also known as the logframe) which we
are currently working on.
We continue to strive to learn more about the pain points of our customers before starting
our product development.
We believe our product will have a direct impact on the civil society sector and
will have a direct impact on the SDGs.

Fransabank
A digital version of a financial literacy game targeting Lebanese youth
Fransabank team worked on developing a digital version of the bank’s financial literacy game
‘Big BankChallenge’; targeting the Lebanese youth between 16 and 25. The upgraded
version of the game aims to be a free edutainment mobile application with a
virtual replication of a modern economy and society. It would offer positive
financial and non-financial incentives to users, secure long-term customer
relations with generations Y & Z in particular, create a culture change
regarding saving and investing money that would encourage the circular economy
model.

Holdal
An integrated omni-channel concept store in
Lebanon for personal care products
Holdal team worked on an integrated omni-channel concept store to be opened in Lebanon. This
store will embed circular thinking in the production and consumption of hygiene &amp; personal
care products and will enforce new habits through the refill booth and experience. The range of
products will be offered in innovative formats such as eco-friendly capsules, all-in-one bar soaps,
and refillable containers of different sizes that match the customers’ needs. This in turn will inspire
retailers, suppliers as well as the producers alike to encourage local sourcing and rethink their
production standards and methods in the effort to reduce waste and drive a more circular
economy. It will also encourage a more responsible consumer behavior towards the ecosystem as
they will be encouraged to reuse the containers and eventually reduce waste generation.

INSIGHTS
People can’t simply embrace change; they have to
be the ones who create the change! Innovation
should be today’s new normal business trend in
order to build a sustainable better world.
Youth, our future leaders, are ready to drive the
correct vision of sustainability, which is built
around innovation, flexibility, resilience, and
courage.
They are able to take immediate decisions, face
obstacles, and learn from our mistakes to remodel
the Business World for a better future.
Their entrepreneurial mind is needed everywhere and this breakthrough spirit is
prevailing and showing success at all levels. By joining efforts we can fill the gaps and
build bridges, so we will stay "United" and "Leave no one behind".
Dina Nasser Harake
Executive Director, UN Global Compact Network Lebanon

Innovation is the cornerstone of sustained growth and
prosperity. Companies who want to be able to
consistently innovate need dedicated professionals
who always spearhead new programs, products and
services within the organization.
Implementing this YSIP program was very challenging.
yet rewarding. It proved once again that in the face of
adversity, the only way to make substantial change in
our society is by using new ways of thinking and
creating value with what we already have.
The Lebanese economic crisis and COVID-19 have laid bare the needs of our community,
needs that are at the core of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Now more than
ever, social innovators and those willing to disrupt systems in order to benefit those in
need are in demand.
Bruna Elias
Programs Manager, UN Global Compact Network Lebanon

TESTIMONIALS

YSIP was a melting pot of talents from different backgrounds. I had the pleasure of meeting
some amazing and inspirational people. My key takeaway from this programme is resilience,
if you want to enact change you will have to be resilient in the face of adversity.
There will always be naysayers, you will stumble, you will fall, but if you keep going you will
reach the goals you seek, and more.
Abdul Hamid Meri, ArabiaGIS
YSIP, such an enriching, and challenging program effectively carried through! Speakers,
panelists and participants were very inspirational and brought lots of ideas. Their broad
experience helped enrich the discussions in a very positive way and there are many useful
things I am taking home from this experience and I am appreciative of this opportunity and
have learned a lot from such a diverse team. I was lucky to have encountered such a journey
that I would definitely recommend this to colleagues and partners!
Haifa Najjar, Holdal
This ten-month program was indeed a transformational journey because it offered us so
many opportunities for self-development. Each camp made us challenge ourselves and
helped us see the evolution of our initial idea or solution from one step to the other. It also
helped us strengthen our interdepartmental cooperation because we were trying to involve
all stakeholders at Holdal.
Joseph Matta, Holdal
Being part of the touch YSIP team was an enriching experience both on the technical and
personal levels. In such tough times, the workshops were motivational and kept us hoping
for a better future.
We had the opportunity to meet key players in he ecosystem and to have fruitful networking
opportunities.
Raji Ghandour, Touch
We couldn’t have a better timing for the YSIP program Lebanon, an Uprising, an Economic
crisis, a currency devaluation and to top all of that a Global Pandemic that halted the planet.
Desperate times require drastic steps to innovate bold measures and solutions and that’s
exactly what we needed to accelerate the 2030 Strategic Development Goals.
Ali Zreik, Touch
A nice quote that always captured my attention “ A comfort zone is a beautiful place but
nothing ever grows there” … Thank you YSIP for fostering creativity & innovation.
Nadine Al Hassanieh, Nokia
It was very challenging, taking into consideration the revolution that started on October 17th,
the collapse of the financial sector and the impact of COVID19 on our society.
However, the journey was also enriching and it taught me a lot about the SDG goals that I will
hold wherever life takes me. I now think of the goals as a daily achievement to be reached
and I will not stop working through them by the end of the program.
Jay Abou Jaoude, SGBL
I would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to join YSIP first edition, I have
benefited from valuable insights, breakthrough concepts, and developed my communication
skills, which has improved my ability to speak in front of a crowd.
Camille Saadé, Fransabank

“Amidst all the circumstances that have surrounded us, our YSIP journey was challenging yet
full of experience. One of the most important key takeaways that we have learned is to keep
on mastering our innovation skills regardless of how many hurdles we might face.”
Ghina Labban, Blom bank
"The YSIP program helped me to share ideas with different people from different
backgrounds, having a more challenging, innovative and sustainable oriented mind.
Thanks to workshops, panelist’s experience and support, we learned to search for the best
solution in our daily activities while helping our environment and community by
implementing the SDGs."
Valérie Maalouf, SGBL
Thanks to GCNL I had the chance to be mentored by inspiring leaders who had a great
impact on my way of thinking and on how I approach business solutions, not to
forget the workshops that allowed us to share thoughts and ideas with members
from other organizations with different fields of work.
Mozart Al Khateeb, IDS
“As a first time program it was great to see
how much people are engaged in the SDG

YSIP provided us the chance to widen our
horizons, enhance our skills and get the

and how many companies are working to
improve and move forward towards 2030
goals. The knowledge gained regarding
personal and team work and working a
project for our companies enhanced our
personal experience.”
Eddy Deeb, Alfa

chance to learn from experts from all around
the world.
Learning from Peers during YSIP was a great
opportunity. Sharing our company’s
challenges, the markets’ trends and
brainstorming solutions together was indeed
one of the most productive exercises we

" YSIP has offered me a unique learning
journey. It helped me connect to
enterprising young professionals in
Lebanon and from around the world to
develop innovative solutions and achieve
the Sustainable Development Goals
through new technologies, initiatives and
business models. This program has also
provided resources and support to my
Doctoral Degree, which is about
advancing the SDGs among the Lebanese
Youths."
Hassan Abou Okdeh, Fransabank

performed.
Sary Khachouf, BLC Bank
We are not alone in this fight!
This 10 month journey showed how much; a
small group of innovators, champions,
mentors and sponsors can do; and initiate all
together, to create amazing sustainable
creative ideas to help their society. This
teamwork experience made me realize that
we are not alone out there fighting for
sustainable goals and thinking about how to
make our Lebanon and environment a better
place.
Samir Haddad, Holdal

It was a great honor to be part of this program which allowed us to be in contact with a lot of
professionals & doctors in different fields which enriched our professional career.
Mario Abi Aad, Alfa

Champions!
What would be your piece of advice for our YSIP innovators as they
leave this journey particularly in times of crisis and disruption?

Responsibility and accountability start at a personal level and at an individual level.
Before holding society accountable for its actions, one must uphold their own principles without
failure.
The SDGs are a great base to build your own individual principles on.
This will have a trickle down effect, to the people you mingle and interact with. Slowly, but surely
change will happen. Never give up, be resilient, and always start by holding yourself accountable
for your actions first!
Husam Hassan, ArabiaGIS
Take action, never give up. Think long-term rather than short-term. Overcome challenges if you
want to build a sustainable tomorrow.
May Rihan, Fransabank
The world of the future will be very different however, it will be full of opportunities. Social as
well as business relationships will not be the same anymore. Technology will be the glue to
connect industries and societies and will facilitate cross boundaries collaboration which makes
your innovations sustainable.
Bachir Cheaib, Nokia
It was very challenging for the team to find the right solution in these very challenging times and
this period of turbulence that gripped the country, and how to maintain the validity of the
innovation.
My advice to them would be to get inspired by the new approaches that have been acquired
throughout the YSIP program to always find new challenges and search for a tangible solution
despite all the uncertainties in order to create a breakthrough impact on our SDGs.
Joanna Baloglou, SGBL
Looking at the current challenge from the social responsibility spectrum, I reflect that if there is a
silver lining to this pandemic, it is the slap the entire world needed!
As governments and the private sector, families and friends, all drawn closer together,
volunteering to help and giving philanthropically. Where for the rest of your life, you will think of
this event and how you responded to it as a defining
thing; focus on the right attributes and habits and use yours skills empathically towards
solutions that make the world a better place for all. Finally, enjoy the challenge of the
journey and remember that leaders don’t advertise their failures, but they do feel them!
Hasmig Khoury, Bank Audi

You are about to start a journey of innovation, reflection and deliberation. Let your ideas take
you places you never thought you would go to. Open your minds to new opportunities, and
listen to your intuition. Challenge obstacles to make things happen. Be persistent and
determined. But most importantly, enjoy the ride! It might get bumpy, but remember that it’s
going to be fun!
Isabelle Mansour, Blom Bank
If not us, who? If not now, when? You now have a "manifesto” to help lead change in a
responsible and sustainable way.
I am so proud of you all so keep up the great work.
The journey is long but we will not shy away from the tough challenges we will be facing. Our
country needs more responsible and passionate change agents/collaborative citizens if we want
to rebuild our nation economy and pass on to our children a nation they can be proud of.
The sustainability of our country depends on all of us and all together, we can make a big
difference!
We have triggered a lengthy transformation journey, which required focus, energy, resilience,
setbacks, determination, re-invention, humility, a totally different way of operating…. We had all
the external factors against us yet we stood united and focused…
So let’s keep the momentum, share the same passion, and drive with our entourage!
Thank you all for this amazing opportunity I have learned so much! We will continue ysip-ing for
a long time!
Maissa Abou Adal, Holdal

INSIGHTS ON WHAT MAKES SUCCESSFUL INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS SUCCESSFUL
INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS RELY ON THE HUMAN FACTOR
Keep it simple, coherent and authentic
Purpose & values are crucial for innovation and entrepreneurship
Passion is at the heart and soul and self-motivation is KEY
For leaders: put intrapreneurship and innovation at the core of your organization and
walk the talk!
For change agents, understand it is a long process and journey and align on the
ambition: define it clearly and be ready to make big sacrifices to achieve the ultimate
purpose (it is one thing to drive a business on TO or profit and another to drive it on
impact value creation and sustainability)
Grow a diverse pool of talents - a mix of internal and external talents (open
ecosystem) – and empower them!
Create an enabling environment for intrapreneurs / create a safe space for
innovation.
Enable organizational agility - build cross functional teams and disrupt the traditional
structure of the organization
Broaden perspectives: generate a maximum of ideas: no judgments accepted. Be
open and free to jump in.
Celebrate success and learn from setbacks.
Give freedom to fail - Shape an environment that fosters risk-taking
Give freedom to challenge the status quo.
Create a dynamic learning and development community
Build sustainable partnerships focusing on the same purpose: rally the forces for the
common cause
Stir and drive more co-creation and collaboration both internally & externally.

OUR INNOVATORS HOW CAN BE THE BEST CHANGE AGENTS
Our innovators represent the community of intrapreneurs and catalysts working to unlock
the human innovation potential inside our organizations.
Lebanese are recognized for their entrepreneurship and we have a huge reservoir of hidden
talents in Lebanon and outside Lebanon all working towards a more equitable and
sustainable world.
Change agents are the heroes of cultural, digital and sustainable transformation.
Cultural, Digital & Sustainable transformation is a human story – in the digital
transformation the keyword is transformation and it is about changing people’s mindset
and behaviors.
Change agents bring new thinking, mindsets, expertise, and experience to their
organizations.
To succeed, they must do the hard work of managing change and help others in the
organization learn, unlearn, and adopt new ways of thinking and working in order to spark
transformation and innovation.
Given their incredible value, leaders should compile a portfolio of change agents in their
organization and consider how to best deploy and develop each of them.
This is their pool of TALENTS!

MAISSA ABOU ADAL, HOLDAL

Why intrapreneurship is crucial in our time?
“During the global economic crisis we are facing, it’s crucial to create our own opportunities, be agile
and proactive and maintain a growth mindset to adapt quickly to changes. That is where
Intrapreneurship is a key skill to master and develop to embrace businesses transformation and
emerging opportunities.”
Krystel Khalil, YSIP mentor
Being a facilitator and mentor in YSIP Lebanon camp gave me reassurance that young corporate
employees believe in conscious business and that they will be the drivers of the future of a more
sustainable and responsible business.
Mona Itani, YSIP mentor

Our nation needs breakthrough innovation, young spirit, and a pioneering mindset!
The driving force for these pillars is sustainability and intrapreneurship.
Firms which are not endowed with an intrapreneurial spirit will become obsolete, employees
who are not entrepreneurial lose their edge and their compatibility with the new requirements
of any fiercely competitive marketplace.
Breakthrough innovation and a sustainable mindset are no more a luxury but a need; if not
satisfied a sense of deprivation emerges. Demanding markets neither accept deprivation nor
obsolescense .

Dr. Hasan Youness
Strategic Advisor, UN Global Compact Network Lebanon
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Cultivating the Next
Generation of Changemakers
The UN Global Compact is proud to introduce the Young SDG Innovators Programme, a
program designed to accelerate business innovation to achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). The Young SDG Innovators Programme activates future business leaders and
changemakers and challenges them to rethink traditional business models and unlock new
business opportunities.

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
During this nine-month accelerator program, select young professionals (“Innovators”) from
UN Global Compact participating companies will:
• Connect to enterprising young professionals in country and from
around the world to leverage the Sustainable Development Goals as a catalyst for the
development of new products and services relevant to their business.
• Collaborate with thought leaders in a series of team exercises and
interactive learning opportunities involving real-world challenges, peer feedback and sparring,
and mentoring and coaching.
• Build organizational learning skills that will enable employees across different functions to
develop innovative solutions to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals through new
technologies, initiatives and business models.

PROGRAMME BENEFITS
The Young SDG innovators Programme is designed to engage your company’s brightest and best
talent in not only advancing your sustainability efforts but driving innovation and delivering tangible
solutions with potential market value for your company.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
As a participating company of the UN Global Compact and your Global Compact Local Network,
your company is eligible to nominate high- performing young professionals for the programme.
This programme is designed to target:
• High-performing employees at a participating company of the UN Global Compact
• 35 years or younger
• Interest in business model innovation, sustainability and disruptive technologies

PARTICIPANT BENEFITS
Learning and development resources. A comprehensive curriculum with a blend of
learning opportunities including online and in-person workshops, case studies,
company visits and forum discussions.
Professional experience. Connect with other business units and collaborate on innovative
projects relative to the company and industry.
Coaching, mentoring and peer-to-peer networking opportunities. Build working
relationships and learn from some of the brightest minds working on
sustainability and innovation from around the world.
Be part of a global network of leading young professionals from some of the top
companies across every continent.

COMPANY BENEFITS
Accelerate integration of the SDGs into your company’s business strategy through
collaboration, innovation and knowledge sharing.
Create a culture of innovation to address the SDGs and showcase the programme’s tangible
outputs and results.
Increase employee engagement and professional development opportunities for valued
talent, including:
» High-quality cutting-edge and inspirational workshops from thought-leaders in the
sustainability and disruptive technology fields.
» Opportunities to provide mentorship and leadership in the programme, collaborate with
innovation experts, and share best practices.
» Tools, resources and expertise by some of the leading innovative companies.
Gain global recognition for participation in the programme.
This program is running in 14 countries: Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada, India, Kenya, Lebanon,
Mexico, Nigeria, Norway, Philippines, South Africa, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom.

